VC57D88

Wide Dynamic True Day & Night Box Camera

VC57D88 powered by Pixim’s new digital pixel system is wide
dynamic true day/night box camera with extremely enhanced low
light capability and high resolution of 570TVL.
Super Wide Dynamic Range (sWDR) enables the camera to be
ideally set up for different levels of backlit or contrasting lighting.
3D-DNR realizes noiseless clear pictures in low light conditions by
effectively eliminating any ghost effect.
The mechanical day/night filter by ICR (Infrared Cut-filter Removal)
realizes perfect day/night capability.

Super Wide Dynamic (sWDR)
Light level is controllable with provided easy-to-use OSD menu that enables the
camera to be ideally set up for the most of different levels of backlit or contrast
lighting situations.

Key Features
1/3" Pixim WDR Digital Imaging Device
High Resolution of 570TVL(H) / 460TVL(V)
Dynamic Range 120dB Maximum
Greatly enhanced Sensitivity of 0.003 Lux at F1.2 (DSS On)
C/CS and Flange-back focus adjustment lever built-in
IR Sensitive Mechanical Day/Night Filter System Built-in
Optic photo sensor built-in
3DNR (3D Motion Adaptive Noise Reduction)
SNR(53dB max)
Digital Slow Shutter(DSS 32x max)
Privacy Zones(16 programmable zones)
RS-485 Interface(Pelco-D)
12VDC/24VAC Non-polarity Power Input
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No "camera blindness"

Conventional CCD camera
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Greatly Enhanced Sensitivity Of 0.003 Lux at F1.4
True Day & Night

image conversion for 24 hours clear view
True Day/Night switching
The image is converted to B/W mode from Color
and the IR cut filter is automatically removed at
5Lux darkness.

True Color with a Blue filter/Precise focus with IR filter
This dual filter mechanism is uniquely designed to
have a blue filter in daytime for a precise color
reproduction and to have an IR focus corrective
filter at nighttime so that there is no focus shift
when the IR lights are activated.

Conventional CCD camera

Digital Slow Shutter (DSS)
The DSS function allows the camera can display the bright image even in
extreme darkness.
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